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Element 1: Developing your Curriculum  
and Curriculum Statement

Activity C: Exploring Aistear’s themes and learning goals

Element 3: Aistear’s Themes

Curriculum Foundations

Activity A introduced you to Aistear’s themes and 
looked at links between these and your daily work 
with children. Activity B helped you become more 
familiar with the aims in each of the four themes. 
These aims are further divided into learning 
goals to describe children’s early learning and 
development more clearly. 

Aistear’s learning goal are outlined on the 
website in the following documents:

•  Well-being poster
•  Identity and Belonging  poster
•  Communicating poster 
•  Exploring and Thinking poster

Activity C now supports you to become familiar 
with these learning goals using Learning 
Experiences from Aistear. Below are three 
groups of Learning Experiences, one group 
for babies, one group for toddlers and one for 
young children. Each group has four Learning 
Experiences, one from each of Aistear’s 
themes . 

1. Choose the group that represents the 
age of the children with whom you work.

2. Look at or print the learning goals 
in each of Aistear’s four themes by 
clicking on the links below.

3. Read each Learning Experience. 
4. Look at the aims and learning goals in 

the relevant theme and decide which 
aim and learning goal you think the 
experience most closely relates to. 

5. Look at table at the end of this activity to 
check your responses.
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Group 1: Learning Experiences for babies

Well-being
Diane is the manager of the baby room in a crèche. She and her assistant Monique give 
special attention to structuring the environment for the six babies in their care. They talk to 
the parents, observe and talk to the babies, and plan accordingly. Diane and Monique check 
regularly that everybody is safe and happy. They provide toys, natural materials, and items 
from home of different textures, colours, shapes, and sizes in order to stimulate the babies’ 
senses. They display photographs of the babies and their families on the walls with the babies’ 
names and words like mammy and daddy beside them. Some babies have photographs of their 
pets on the wall too. The double doors to the garden are often open and there is a ramp for 
babies who want to crawl outside. The less mobile babies are often placed near the window so 
that they can watch what is going on outside. There is a garden seat, as well as roll-along toys, 
rugs, and a variety of other toys and equipment to play with. All the toys and equipment are 
routinely checked for safety and added to regularly so that each baby’s interests are extended. 
Diane and Monique position themselves near the babies at all times, and use a key worker 
system so that each baby is cared for by the same person as much as possible.

Identity and Belonging
Rachel, a childcare worker, sits on the floor of the baby room with Ciara (12 months) and Jack 
(14 months) and helps them to play together putting the shapes into the shape sorter. She 
interacts with them playfully and models the act of sharing the shapes while commenting, 
Look, Rachel puts in one shape, Ciara puts in another and then Jack puts in one. As the 
children imitate the actions demonstrated by Rachel, she continues to describe what they 
do while using their names. If the children make an effort to say each other’s names Rachel 
supports their attempts, affirms the efforts, and models saying the name correctly.

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Communicating
Pema’s mother Marta is keen that Pema (17 months) grows up able to speak both Polish and 
English. Pema’s grandpa, Thomas, from Poland has come to stay with Marta and Pema for a 
month. As always, he brings some new books and toys for Pema. This time he brings a doll with 
long black hair. They name her Paula. Every afternoon Thomas, Pema and Paula sit together 
in the kitchen reading the new books. Thomas proudly points to the pictures and names them 
in Polish. Pema copies him and looks at him with delight as he smiles to affirm her efforts. 
Pema attends the local crèche from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. three days a week while Marta works. This 
morning Thomas, Marta and Pema are walking together to the crèche. Pema and Paula are 
in the buggy. They have time to stop and point to interesting things along the way: a dog, an 
ambulance going by with its siren flashing, flower sellers, and the church. Thomas takes time 
to name the objects and describe them in Polish as Pema points and attempts some of his 
words. Thomas repeats the words, nods, and smiles to encourage Pema. When they arrive at 
the crèche, Aveen, the practitioner greets the family with ‘hello’ in Polish. Marta proudly shows 
her father the family wall where there are photographs of all the families in the crèche and a 
welcome sign in the mother tongue of every child. Marta and Thomas give Pema a kiss and a 
hug and Aveen takes her to the window so she can wave bye-bye before they play with Paula. 

Exploring and Thinking
Baby Daniel (10 months) is learning to pull himself up to a standing position. Monica, his Key 
Worker, is watching closely nearby. Daniel has tried several times to pull himself up by holding 
on to a roll-along toy but as soon as he grabs it the toy tends to move and Daniel slides back 
down on the floor. He is starting to get frustrated. Monica describes what Daniel is doing, You 
are trying to stand up on your own, aren’t you? She encourages him to persevere by smiling 
at him and telling him how well he is doing. I think we could stop these wheels moving, she 
suggests as Daniel falls again. She encourages him to try once more by showing him that 
the toy will not roll because it is now locked. Daniel grabs onto the toy again and slowly pulls 
himself up. He screeches with delight at Monica once he stands upright. Monica affirms his 
achievement by clapping her hands, describing what he has done and calling to her colleague 
to come and see. Her close proximity and keen interest act both as physical and emotional 
supports. She takes a photograph later in the day of him standing which she shows to him 
and uses to again describe his great achievement. She also shows it to his dad when he is 
collecting him that evening. She then puts it on display in the hallway with the date and a short 
description of the endeavour! Daniel’s mam stops to look at it in the morning when she drops 
him off, and talks to him about what he did. They exchange smiles.

Use the table at the end of the activity to check your responses. Did you identify the same aim and 
learning goal as listed for each Learning Experience? If not, why did you choose your particular aim 
and learning goal?

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Group 2: Learning Experiences for toddlers

Well-being
Mina greets the children and their parents as they arrive at the playgroup every morning. 
She finds these few minutes of contact invaluable. Parents can let her know if they would like 
more time to chat about their children and she arranges a time to suit. At the beginning of the 
year she also lets them know that she can be contacted by phone every day from 1 p.m. to 1.30 
p.m. if they have any concerns, or just want to chat about how their child is getting on in the 
playgroup. She reminds them of this regularly, and many of them find it reassuring that they 
can keep in touch like this. Some children are brought by relatives or childminders, and this 
form of contact is invaluable for their parents as they can ring Mina during their lunchtime. 

Mikie (2 years and 11 months) started in the playgroup a month ago. His mam, Lucy, is very 
shy and Mina makes a special effort to have a chat with her once a week. Mina shows Lucy 
something, such as a photograph of him playing or a picture that Mikie has made. She uses this 
to encourage Lucy to talk about Mikie. She asks about things he likes to do at home and she 
offers ideas to Lucy to help extend what he is learning in the setting.

Identity and Belonging
Gloria moved to Ireland from North Nigeria three years ago. She speaks English and helps out 
in the toddler room on a Tuesday morning every two weeks. Her grandson Lee (2½ years) has 
been attending the crèche since September and is in the toddler room. On each visit, Gloria 
brings along something from North Nigeria for the children to see, play with, and learn about. 
These items are all familiar to Lee. Today she brings an African drum. She plays it while she 
sings an African song. The children gather round her. Some sway and some clap while others 
dance to the beat. Lee and some of his friends join in with some of the repeated words and 
phrases. Afterwards, the children take turns to play the drum. Next time, Gloria plans to play 
some outdoor games with the toddlers. Sorcha, the room leader, takes a few minutes of video 
which she shows the children after Gloria goes home. 

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Communicating
Emily (2½ years) is a shy, quiet little girl. She attends the local nursery everyday while her ma, 
a lone parent, works. When she dances in the nursery Emily’s whole expression changes and 
her sense of happiness and delight are clearly communicated. She particularly enjoys the 
songs, I’m a dingle dangle scarecrow and Five fat sausages. She also loves singing and doing 
the actions for I’m a little teapot and Ring-a-ring a rosy, particularly when they are sung in 
Latvian. She and her two special friends, Victoros and Seán, fall about the place laughing at 
the end. Victoros loves to hear his home language being used in the setting and starts to talk 
excitedly in Latvian when he hears it in the nursery rhymes. 

Emily also enjoys it when the room leader suggests they take out the musical instruments. She 
loves marching around the room with her friends making lots of music and noise. She loves 
it, especially, when she gets the opportunity to do this outside. Máire, the room-leader often 
makes video recordings of the children’s music making and dancing so that the children can 
share these experiences with their parents. Expressing herself in a variety of ways is important 
for Emily. Although her mastery of language is excellent she is quite reserved when interacting 
with other children, yet she loves to dance and move to music.

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Exploring and Thinking 
Bernadette, a Traveller child (2 years and 10 months), is newly arrived to the playgroup in the 
middle of the year. Her family keep horses and travel to fairs all around the country. As part of 
their fortnightly team meeting the staff discuss what they can do to help Bernadette make the 
transition to the playgroup. They agree to source posters of horses and fairs to display on the 
walls. They also ask the local training centre to make a small trailer and a model halting site to 
add to the small world play area. They add more horses to the farm set. 

Michael (3 years) who lives on a farm loves everything to do with farming—animals, tractors 
and books about farming. Michael spends long sessions every day setting up and playing with 
the farm. He arranges gates to keep the cattle in and makes sure all the animals have water. 
This play mirrors the real life things he loves to do with his Mam and Dad who both work on the 
farm. Michael is delighted with the addition of the new horses. Bernadette likes to stand nearby 
and watch Michael play. She often sits beside him, too, taking part in onlooker play. The staff 
observe this.

After a few days, with a little prompting from Nora, the playgroup leader, Bernadette decides 
to join Michael in playing with the horses. They start to form a friendship. Nora supports this 
by asking them to do things like tidying up in pairs and she encourages them to play together 
outside. They love to play horsey games. Bernadette really likes this as she often goes to watch 
her Da in sulky races with their own horse. Sometimes Michael pretends to be the horse 
and Bernadette pretends to be her Da. Bernadette holds on to his jumper as he runs around. 
Bernadette tells him to giddy-up and slow down. Occasionally Bernadette uses ‘cant’ words 
while she is playing. Nora is interested in finding out more about this from Bernadette’s 
parents. At the next team meeting she suggests to her colleagues that they learn and use some 
cant words to help Bernadette feel happier and more comfortable in the playgroup. This would 
also help the other children to learn more about Traveller life. 

Use the table at the end of the activity to check your responses. Did you identify the same aim and 
learning goal as listed for each Learning Experience? If not, why did you choose your particular aim 
and learning goal?

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Group 3: Learning Experiences for young children

Well-being
The children in the playgroup are outside on a frosty morning. Two boys, Fiachra and James, 
(both 4 years) discover a large spider’s web. They call the playgroup assistant, Zola, over to 
have a look at it. They are fascinated by the different colours. Zola explains that it is the sun’s 
reflection on the frost that is doing this. Zola is French and she tells them that the French 
word for spider’s web is toile d’araignée. They laugh at each other’s attempts to say it! She 
asks the boys if they would like to take a photograph of the web and they race inside to get the 
camera, each trying to go faster than the other. Zola uploads the photograph to the computer. 
The boys study it trying to work out how the spider made the web. The boys tell Zola that they 
want to make a web too. They assemble a range of materials including glue, paper, markers, 
string, knitting wool, and tinfoil. They spend a long time making their webs and proudly take 
photographs of them. Ils sont magnifique, quelles couleurs (They are brilliant, what colours), 
Zola says. After lunch the boys run out to see the web but have trouble finding it because the ice 
has melted. They are disappointed. During circle time the group have a discussion about how 
ice and snow melt and how the ice melting made it difficult for Fiachra and James to find their 
web. The following day another child brings in a DVD about a spider. They all watch it. Over the 
following weeks some children do projects on spiders while others investigate ice.

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?

Identity and Belonging
Today the children in the local crèche are making pictures about their families. When they’re 
finished their pictures their room leader, Dervla, asks them to tell the other children at their 
tables about their picture. Amer draws a picture of his mammies and his big brother. Alan 
paints his mammy, daddy and dog. Diarmuid draws his daddy, and his mammy with a big 
tummy with a new baby inside, while Emma draws her mum and pet gold fish in their home and 
a picture of her dad and his other family in their house. Dervla kneels down beside each pair. 
She listens, comments and sometimes asks a question. Through this experience the children 
begin to develop an appreciation of differences in each other’s home lives and families.

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Communicating
Brazil and Ireland are due to play a friendly soccer match. There are a number of children 
from Brazil in the playgroup so there is great excitement. Many of the children are wearing 
their team jerseys. During the morning they make banners and flags. Some of the children are 
going to watch the match that evening at home and some of their parents are actually going 
to the match in Dublin. The children and Liz, the playgroup leader, talk about what this will be 
like at circle time. Some of the children use Portuguese, the official language in Brazil, which 
promotes additional discussion and curiosity from other children. Liz listens to their stories 
about who is going to win and what players are the best. After the discussion the children 
draw pictures related to the football theme. As they draw, Liz listens to the stories about their 
drawings and writes a sentence beside each picture based on what the children say. 
She reads this with the children. Some of them join in and help her read their ‘stories’. 

Outside in the yard some of the children want to be the soccer players on the Irish and Brazilian 
teams. They make goalposts with their jackets. Liz encourages the other children to come 
and support the teams. She suggests they charge matchgoers for tickets. They use stones for 
money and leaves as tickets and Seán and Rianna run inside to get the banners and flags. Other 
children take chairs outside and organise the viewing stand. Olivia decides she wants to sell ice 
creams at the match and uses pieces of paper for ice creams. Again, stones are a great currency 
for making purchases!

Teams are chosen and the rules of the game are clearly outlined. Liz lends the referee, Ciara, 
a whistle. She blows it loudly and the match begins. The matchgoers scream when the goals 
are scored and shout words of encouragement when they are not. They wave their flags and 
banners enthusiastically. The referee blows the whistle a number of times to signal the end 
of the match, which finishes in a draw. Both sides shake hands and are affirmed by the crowd. 
Back inside, Liz organises a pretend microphone and she interviews the teams. She extends the 
conversation by commenting and asking questions. 

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Exploring and Thinking
Twins Claire and Robert (nearly 3 years), Lauren (3½ years) and Oisín (4 years) are playing with 
the tractors, trailers and diggers outside. They are busy digging foundations for a new house 
they are building. They have filled two trailers with wet earth and stones. The next task is to 
transport this to the dumping area which is across a stretch of grass. Oisín and Claire set off on 
the tractors. They quickly realise that no matter how hard they push on the pedals the tractor 
wheels will not move. The ground is very bumpy and the loads are heavy! Robert and Lauren 
suggest they might be stronger. Drivers are switched but the problem persists. 

They proceed to empty some of the contents of one trailer. This helps a little but it still takes 
a lot of effort to get the tractor wheels to move. Claire calls the playgroup leader, Rosaleen, 
to come and have a look. Rosaleen kneels down to see what is happening. Claire jumps on 
to the tractor and presses down on the pedals with all her might. See the tractor’s got stuck, 
explains Claire. Rosaleen announces: My goodness, why are those wheels not turning? 
Jamie (4 years), standing nearby and overhearing the conversation, joins them and takes 
a look at the tractor wheels. Granda uses long things of wood when his tractor is stuck in 
muck, he explains. Can we do that Rosaleen? asks Robert. With Rosaleen’s help, they find a 
large cardboard box which they cut into a long strip. Discovering the strip is not long enough 
to stretch across the grass area, they cut it in two to make a long path. All five children work 
together to manoeuvre the tractor on to the cardboard. Claire jumps back on board and presses 
down on the pedals again. Slowly, to everyone’s delight, the tractor begins to move. Soon a 
convoy of tractors is using the new cardboard road, and the earth and stones get deposited 
in the dumping area. As the children play together Rosaleen explores with them why the 
cardboard helped the tractors to move. A whole conversation on friction ensues!

Which aim and learning goal do you think this relates to?
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Use the table below to check your responses. Did you identify the same aim and learning goal as list-
ed for each Learning Experience? If not, why did you choose your particular aim and learning goal?

Activity C: Responses

Learning Experiences for babies Aim and learning goal
Well-being 1.1

Identity and Belonging 1.3
Communicating 2.6

Exploring and Thinking 4.4

Learning Experiences for young children Aim and learning goal
Well-being 3.3

Identity and Belonging 2.2
Communicating 3.1

Exploring and Thinking 2.3

Learning Experiences for toddlers Aim and learning goal
Well-being 1.3

Identity and Belonging 2.2
Communicating 4.3

Exploring and Thinking 2.5


